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Continuum keeps continuing
We continue to be inspired by the designers and architects with whom 
we have worked on projects. We are proud to have partnered with one 
of the foremost designers in the kitchen and bath industry, Matthew 
Quinn. The Continuum is one of our most awarded products, and its 
unique design is unparalleled in the industry. The three new shapes, as 
well as the original oval, now feature a modest rim that is only ¾" thick.

“Continuum creates the illusion of a seamless design 
that allows the striations of the counter material to 
visually flow ‘through’ the sink. It is the embodiment 
of my design philosophy that innovative designs can 
be elegantly simple, yet always provocative.”
-- MATTHEW QUINN,  Principal of Design Galleria 
Kitchen and Bath Studio and the Matthew Quinn Collection.

CONTINUUM SINK Oval 
21" × 16" ° # MTCS-742 ° page NP-7

CONTINUUM SINK Square 
16" square ° # MTCS-761 ° page NP-9

CONTINUUM SINK Rectangle 
21" × 16" ° # MTCS-762 ° page NP-10

CONTINUUM SINK Round
16" round ° # MTCS-760 ° page NP-8

DESIGN TRENDS 
Current design trends exhibit an increasing 
combination and juxtaposition of opposites 
to create a unified final result. For instance, 
a traditional architectural style is paired 
with a modern form, or a modern colorful 
painting hangs on a reclaimed barn 
wood wall. Or a splash of color is used 
to contrast with neutral tones. This brings 
coherence to the whole even though 
the parts may be diverse. And while the 
whole space is viewed as greater than 
the sum of its parts, there is also a great 
deal of attention being directed toward 
smaller spaces and a new demand for 
more compact designs without sacrificing 
style or comfort. So read on and enjoy our 
latest products that are right in step with 
these trends, or maybe even a step ahead.

MTI DESIGN
We listened. We designed. We produced.
We use an inspired line here, and a fresh 
color there, to take you to an altogether 
new place but at the same time one that 
has a familiar ring.

MTI continues to offer products that can 
stand on their own and also blend with 
their surroundings, with just the right dose 
of the unanticipated. After all, for you our 
clients, great design should be expected 
but never predictable.

At MTI we take what is best from 
the past and fuse it with a fresh 
approach to create products 
that harmonize the two and 
distinguish themselves to you 
and the industry. 

“As a designer collaborating with MTI, I 
can attest to the impact we’ve had in this 
industry. We can’t take the credit because 
it is to you, our client, that we owe much 
of the inspiration. You tell us what you 
want, and we use our knowledge of 
today’s design trends and our innovative 
approach to craft an array of products 
to satisfy your wish for the best.”

 -- AUDREY NEWSOME,  
Audrey Newsome Designs
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HALO Counter-Sink 2 ° 17" round ° # MTCS-863 ° page NP-13

PETRA  Pedestal Sink ° Pedestal 19" × 17" x 36" high °  
Bowl 15" × 11" ° CVP-802 ° page NP-14

INCLINE Counter-Sink ° 19" × 15" and includes a slotted drain at 
the base of the incline # MTCS-866 ° page NP-13 
Sink bowl for undermounting ° # MTCS-763 ° page NP-12

HALO  Pedestal Sink ° Pedestal 18" round x 36" high 
Bowl 17" round ° CVP-862 ° page NP-15

ELENA  semi-recessed sink ° 24" × 14"  # MTCS-759 ° page NP-11

LUNA  vessel sinks are now available with an optional flat rim.  
14" and 16" round ° # MTCS-720 and MTCS-721 °  
pages NP-5 and NP-6

LUNA  Counter-Sink ° Available in two bowl sizes: 13" and 15" round  
# MTCS-864 and MTCS-865 ° page NP-13

More than a 
wash basin

Along with the Continuum, we are proud to introduce a number of 
exquisite new sinks for the bathroom created by our own award-
winning design team led by Russell Adams, President and Chief 
Design Officer. There are vessel, semi-recessed, counter-sinks 
and pedestal sinks. The latest additions to our Boutique Collection. 
All handcrafted in our very special SculptureStone™ material.
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Color is back!
Splashes of color with neutral whites, taupes and grays add a new 
dimension and depth to any room. We are happy to offer our new 
organic colors, from the earth to the sky, paired with our cutting-edge 
Boutique line of products manufactured in luxurious SculptureStone™. 
Choose from six colors for accent or integration with your bathroom. 
Available on a select number of vessel and semi-recessed sinks 
or tubs in matte or gloss finish. Go to mtibaths.com for details.

S T O R M G R A Y

N I G H T F A L L

O N Y X

M O O N S T O N ET E R R A C O T T A

B L U E  L A G O O N
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68" Traditional Style top with Cove edge treatment and dual Alissa bowls, supported by Palmer Tapered Foot console legs. ° # CP-841-68 ° page NP-25

24" Modern Style top with Luna 1 bowl, supported by Palmer Tapered 
Foot console legs ° # CP-802-24 ° page NP-19

36" Modern Style top with Petra 1 bowl, supported by Palmer Studio 
console legs. ° # CP-801-36 ° page NP-23

Palmer Industries  
+ MTI Baths = 
Vanities made easy

Creating a vanity for your bathroom is as 
easy as 1, 2, 3 with a console leg system 
by Palmer and integrated sink tops by MTI. 
First, choose your length: 24", 36" or 68". 
The 24" and 36" accommodate a single 
bowl, the 68” two bowls. Next, select your 
style: Traditional with round or oval sink 

(depending on the counter length); Cove 
edge treatment and Tapered Foot console 
legs; or Modern with rectangular sink and 
Studio console legs. Lastly, select matte or 
gloss finish for the top and select one of six 
finishes for the console legs. You’re done!

More from the 
Boutique Collection

We’ve added some new options for you in 
SculptureStone™ from the Boutique Collection. 
Our parsons and waterfall-style benches are now 
available with a seamless smooth top designed 
to be used inside the shower, outside the shower, 

or even outdoors! We’ve increased the versatility 
of the waterfall vanity by adding an optional shelf, 
and if you need a half-waterfall vanity for a special 
application, we can do that too.

Bench with waterfall-style sides and smooth, seamless top. Available in sizes from 24" to 48" in 6" increments. Alissa tub is shown in foreground. ° page F-47

Half waterfall-style vanity is available from 24" to 72" long in 6" 
increments. Also available with parsons legs. ° page NP-16

A 2" high shelf is now available that attaches to the insides of the waterfall 
sides. ° Available with teak insert or smooth top. ° page NP-16
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High-rises are  
on the rise! 

Cluster homes and mixed use developments 
are an inventive way of life. This has 
produced a new demand for more sizes 
and designs without sacrificing style or 

comfort. One of the beautiful aspects 
of our SculptureStone™ material is that 
because it is solid, we are able to create a 
spacious tub that has a small footprint.

ELISE  freestanding ° 66" × 34" ° # 230 ° page NP-1

Freestanding ° 58" × 32" ° # MBXFSX5832A ° page NP-33

ALISSA  freestanding ° 66" × 34" ° # 231 ° page NP-3 Freestanding ° 66" × 36" ° # MBOFSX6636A ° page NP-32 Drop-in ° 66" × 30" with armrests ° # MBRR6630E ° page NP-31

MTI BASICS® are more than basic!
We’d like to introduce to you two new tubs in 
our value line. One has a familiar oval shape 
and the second is entirely new. While both 
offer an area for deck-mounting faucetry, 
our newest aspect is that both incorporate 

a design for above-floor rough-in and a 
quick-connect drain. Saves time and makes 
installation easier, especially for remodeling 
applications and installation on slabs.
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ANDREA
This new Andrea® 27 is the largest yet. Measuring 
86" x 36", the #229 center drain model offers more 
than generous space for two, plus plenty of space 
to customize just the way you want. ° page NP-29


